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Agspand

FEEDCHAR

a quality Australian charcoal-based dietary supplement
to restore an animal’s condition, behaviour and weight

Why use Agspand’s FEEDCHARTM for animals?
Mycotoxins are compounds in fungi (endophytes) that commonly appear on and in grasses and
their seed heads, particularly after seasonal rain and dry spells. Mouldy hay is also problematic.
Mycotoxins and high-protein feeds may drop an animal’s digestive pH into a lower, acidic range,
resulting in such symptoms as nervous agitation, overheating, skin allergies and scouring.

A quality, Australian-made dietary supplement, Agspand’s Feedchar is formulated to balance 
an animal’s digestive system’s pH within the normal range. This enables microbes to flourish 
so they can deal with toxins and pathogens, and normalise feed efficiency and nutrient uptake.
A restored and effective digestive system supports a strong immune system for all animals.

Agspand’s Feedchar can be mixed with feed and other supplements, but also left for animals to
self-medicate. Comprising natural ingredients that animals source for themselves in the wild,
it has no other additives and virtually no taste or smell to induce animals to eat it, but they do!

A calm, satisfied animal is able to perform its best when supplemented with Agspand’s Feedchar.

R E V I E Wbreeder’s
My name is Nelly Jaehne and I own
Firestone Lodge, where I breed and
train Friesian/ Gypsy Cob Crosses.
I have been using Agspand’s
Feedchar with my stallions, mares
and youngstock for 2 years now.
They are fed hay and grass, and have
Agspand’s Feedchar left in a bucket
for them to self-medicate. I have 
witnessed it help with scouring,
ulcers, behaviour issues and founder
symptoms. I am a proud supporter
of Agspand’s Feedchar, and happy
to share information if contacted.

Firestone Lodge’s stallion, Cees, on
hay, grass, and Agspand’s Feedchar
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